
Creating Programmable Database
Applications With Access 97 2000 2002 2003
In the world of database management systems, Microsoft Access has been a
popular choice for many users since its release in 1992. With its user-friendly
interface and wide range of features, Access allows users to easily create,
manage, and manipulate data. One of the key features that sets Access apart
from other database systems is its ability to create programmable database
applications. This feature has been available in Access versions 97, 2000, 2002,
and 2003, and has empowered users to develop powerful applications tailored to
their specific needs.

What is a programmable database application?

A programmable database application is an application that allows users to
automate tasks, create custom forms and reports, and enhance the functionality
of their database. With Access 97, 2000, 2002, and 2003, users have the ability
to write code using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), a powerful programming
language. This code can be used to add interactivity, implement business logic,
and integrate with other applications.

With the combination of Access and VBA, users can go beyond the limits of the
built-in functionalities of a standard database system. They can create custom
user interfaces, automate repetitive tasks, perform complex data manipulation,
and even build entire applications that can be distributed to others.
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Why use Access 97-2003 for programmable database applications?

While there are newer versions of Access available, such as Access 2010, 2013,
and 2016, Access 97-2003 still holds its ground when it comes to creating
programmable database applications. There are a few reasons why using these
particular versions can be advantageous.

Compatibility

Access 97-2003 is widely used and supported, making it a reliable choice for
creating applications that need to be compatible with older systems. Many
organizations and businesses still rely on Access 97-2003 applications, and if
your target audience includes such users, using these versions ensures
maximum compatibility.

Simple User Interface

Access 97-2003 has a simple and familiar user interface, which makes it easier
for users to navigate and understand the database application. This can be
especially useful if you are building applications for non-technical users, as they
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can quickly learn how to interact with the system. Additionally, the simplicity of the
user interface allows for faster development and testing of applications.

VBA Power

Access 97-2003 provides robust support for VBA, allowing users to tap into the
full potential of the programming language. VBA allows for extensive
customization and automation, making it a powerful tool for building advanced
features and functionalities. With VBA, users can create event-driven code,
integrate with other applications like Excel and Outlook, and perform complex
data manipulation and analysis.

Key features of programmable database applications in Access 97-
2003

Access 97-2003 offers a range of features that empower users to create highly
functional and customized database applications. Let's explore some of the key
features:

Custom Forms and Reports

With Access 97-2003, users can create custom forms and reports that meet their
specific requirements. These forms and reports can be tailored to present data in
a visually appealing and user-friendly manner, enhancing the overall user
experience. Users can determine the layout, design, and functionality of their
forms and reports, allowing for greater control over the presentation of data.

VBA Code Integration

By integrating VBA code into their applications, users can add interactivity and
automate tasks. VBA code allows for the implementation of business logic,
validation rules, event-driven actions, and more. Users can create custom
buttons, menus, and dialog boxes that trigger specific functions or perform



predefined actions. The possibilities are endless, enabling users to build dynamic
and responsive database applications.

Data Manipulation

Access 97-2003 provides powerful data manipulation capabilities. Users can write
VBA code to perform complex queries, data filtering, sorting, and calculations.
The ability to automate data manipulation tasks saves time and ensures accuracy
in data processing. Users can also leverage VBA code to import and export data
from external sources, enabling them to work with data from various systems and
formats.

Integration with Other Applications

Access 97-2003 allows for seamless integration with other Microsoft applications,
such as Excel, Outlook, and Word. Users can exchange data, automate tasks,
and utilize the functionalities of these applications within their Access database
application. This integration opens up opportunities for enhanced reporting, data
analysis, and communication between applications.

Real-world examples of programmable database applications

Programmable database applications built with Access 97-2003 have found
applications in various industries and use cases. Here are some real-world
examples:

Inventory Management

A company that deals with managing inventory can create a custom database
application using Access 97-2003. The application can track stock levels,
automate purchase orders, and generate reports on inventory turnover and stock
availability. VBA code can be used to implement automatic reorder points,
triggering alerts when stock levels reach a certain threshold.



Project Management

A project management firm can build a database application using Access 97-
2003 to track project progress, assign tasks, and monitor timelines. Users can
create custom forms to input project information, and VBA code can be used to
calculate critical path, track resource allocation, and generate project reports.

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

A small business can develop a CRM system using Access 97-2003 to manage
customer interactions, track sales leads, and analyze customer data. The
database application can include custom forms for capturing customer
information, and VBA code can automate follow-up processes, send personalized
emails, and generate sales reports.

Access 97-2003 offers a powerful platform for creating programmable database
applications. With the ability to write VBA code and leverage the capabilities of
Access, users can build highly customized, feature-rich applications to meet their
specific needs. Whether you are looking to automate tasks, create custom forms
and reports, or integrate with other applications, Access 97-2003 provides the
necessary tools and functionalities. Its compatibility, simple user interface, and
VBA power make it a preferred choice for many users. So why not explore the
possibilities and start creating your own programmable database applications
with Access 97-2003 today?
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Access Database Design & Programming takes you behind the details of the
Access interface, focusing on the general knowledge necessary for Access power
users or developers to create effective database applications. When using
software products with graphical interfaces, we frequently focus so much on the
interface that we forget about the general concepts that allow us to understand
and use the software effectively. In particular, this book focuses on three areas:

Database design. The book provides an enjoyable, informative overview of
database design that carefully shows you how to normalize tables to
eliminate redundancy without losing data.

Queries. The book examines multi-table queries (i.e.,various types of joins)
and shows how to implement them indirectly by using the Access interface or
directly by using Access SQL.

Programming. The book examines the VBA integrated development
environment (IDE). It then goes on to provide an excellent to Data Access
Objects (DAO), ActiveX Data Objects (ADO), and ADO Extensions for Data
Definition and Security (ADOX). These sections serve as a handy and primer
for basic database operations,such as modifying a table under program
control, dynamically adding and deleting a record, and repositioning a record
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pointer. The concluding chapter focuses on common programming problems,
such as computing running sums and comparing two sets.

Unlike other Access books that take the long, detailed approach to every topic of
concern to Access programmers, Access Database Design &Programming
instead focuses on the core concepts, enabling programmers to develop solid,
effective database applications. This book also serves as a 'second course' in
Access that provides a relatively experienced Access user who is new to
programming with the frequently overlooked techniques necessary to develop
successfully in the Microsoft Access environment.Anyone interested in learning
Access in depth, rather than just scraping the surface, will enjoy and benefit
immensely from reading this book.
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